By constructing the quantum state in high-dimensional probability tensor, we find the quantum magic square(QMS) may stand as an ideal means of characterizing the non-local phenomena, i.e. the separability, entanglement, two/one-way steering, and Bell non-locality, etc. In this scheme, different types of non-locality exhibit distinctive inner structures of the probability tensor, which are observable in form of the partial sum of the tensor components. In application, we prove the Bell and GHZ theorems, and demonstrate that the uncertainty relation may rate the nonlocality, from Bell locality to separability. We derive a conditional majorization uncertainty relation, which is superior to the steering criterion previously thought to be optimal for the uncertainty relation. arXiv:1909.13498v1 [quant-ph] 
Introduction
Entanglement is a unique nature of the quantum world, which exhibits in certain ways not manifesting in classical physics, for instance the non-locality, and plays a key role in implementing quantum information tasks. The advent and first application of the entangled state may date back to the EPR paradox [1] , by which Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen questioned the completeness of the quantum mechanics by means of the state with two correlated systems. Schrödinger coined the term "entanglement" to describe the peculiar connection in such correlated systems: One may steer part of the system in spite of no access to it [2] . To exhibit the non-locality of the entangled system, Bell inequality was first introduced as early as the year 1964 [3] , while the quantum steering did not stand as a distinct nonlocal phenomenon from Bell non-locality until 2007 [4] .
Bell non-locality can be understood as the violation of various forms of Bell inequalities [5, 6] , whereas, the ascertainment of quantum steering and entanglement is subject to different criteria [7, 8] , viz, the correlation function [9, 10] , uncertainty relation [11, 12] .
Recently, some delicate measures [13, 14] are employed to witness the entanglement or steerability. Up to now, finding the practical necessary and sufficient conditions remains
to be an open question for both steering and entanglement. The criteria based on the uncertainty relation usually have distinct motivation and better performance [15] . However, the optimal lower bound of the uncertainty relation, which is crucial in detecting quantum steering or separability, turns out to be another challenging task [16] . Very recently, the optimal bound problem is solved for the universal uncertainty relation by virtue of the lattice theory [17] , which opens a new horizon for the characterization of different nonlocal phenomena based on uncertainty relation.
In this paper, we propose a quantum magic square(QMS) scheme to describe the quantum non-locality, in which the local randomness of different observables are incorporated into a high-dimensional probability tensor with given marginal distributions. With this scenario, the Bell and GHZ theorems are explicitly and uniformly reexhibited and the in fact the manipulation can be smoothly extended to the arbitrary multipartite system.
The hierarchical structure of entanglement, from the Bell local state to the separable one, emerges in the process of successive application of the uncertainty relation. As an example, the steering criterion applicable to any number of observables is given based on the optimal majorization uncertainty relation, which found is superior to what thought to be optimal before.
The magic square and quantum non-locality
A classical magic square is an n × n square grid filled with distinct positive integers such that each cell contains a different integer and the sum of the integers in each row, column and diagonal satisfies given constraints, i.e., the sums are all equal, see Figure   1 . In a bipartite system, the joint measurements X and Y on each particle lead to a joint distribution P (X, Y ). And, two different distributions P (X, Y ) and P (X , Y ) may be regarded as the marginal distributions of high dimensional distribution m X,X ,Y,Y .
Noticing of this, we can then treat m X,X ,Y,Y as a quantum magic square with marginals P (X, Y ) and P (X , Y ). Following, we show how the different types of non-locality emerge in filling the m X,X ,Y,Y elements.
Magic square for quantum entanglement
With quantum state ρ AB of a bipartite system A(lice) and B(ob), we may measure certain observables X and Y on each side and obtain the joint distribution P (X, Y ). If ρ AB is entangled and exhibits Bell non-locality, the joint distribution can not admit the following decomposition
Here p with outcomes x i and y j , respectively. λ denotes the possible hidden variable involving in the measurement, and κ λ is the normalized weight of quanta source. For different measurements X and X on A, the joint distributions P (X, Y ) and P (X , Y ) can be expressed as
where
j (y) constitutes the components of the unnormalized distribution m i 1 i 2 (y). The probability distribution vectors on the observation of Y conditioned on the measurement results of x i 1 or x i 2 can be defined as
Here q(y; x i 1 ) := i 2 m i 1 i 2 (y) is the i 1 th row of P (X, Y ) and p(x i 1 ) ≡ k q k (y; x i 1 ). Similar definition applies to q(y; x i 2 ) as well, see Figure 2 (a). Furthermore, applying measurements Y and Y on the B side we can then get a tensor
the quantum magic square of bipartite state. Note, all observable distributions can be obtained from m i 1 i 2 j 1 j 2 by partial sums, i.e., P (x), P (y ), P (x, y ), etc. The generalization to tripartite system with measurements X and X , Y and Y , Z and Z on each side is straightforward,
Here m i 1 i 2 j 1 j 2 k 1 k 2 is the quantum magic square of tripartite state, and it is easy to verify that Figure 2 . The magic square representation of bipartite system. (a) The cubic cells for m i 1 i 2 (y), the unnormalized distribution vectors, and q(y;
The cubic cells for m i 1 i 2 (ρ), the unnormalized state, and σ i 1 |x = i 2 m i 1 i 2 (ρ) is the assemblage by summing over i 2 . Similarly, the summation over column yields q(y; x i 2 ) and σ i 2 |x .
From the definition of probability tensor, the quantum magic square, one may have the following observation Observation 1 If the system is Bell local, there will be a quantum magic square representation for the quantum state, and vice versa. 
Here, σ i|x named assemblage describes the unnormalized quantum state of B conditioned with the observation of x i on A side [18] . The magic square representation for quantum steering is obtainable by inserting a normalized distribution into equation (7) as follows. For two measurements X and X on Alice, we are allowed to define the following assemblages
is an unnormlized quantum state and p (λ)
is the inserted normalized distribution with i 2 p Evidently, extending to the multiple measurements on one side, one may readily obtain m i 1 ···i M (ρ), and hence the Observation:
Observation 2 If the system is Bell local and A cannot steer the system of B, then there exists the quantum magic square representation m i 1 ···i M (ρ) of the quantum state for arbitrary measurements X (1) , · · · , X (M ) on A, and vice versa. 
Bell non-locality in QMS
It is well-known that the CHSH inequality for qubit system writes [5] 
where E(·, ·) denotes the correlation function of measurement X and X on Alice and Y and Y on Bob. Considering m i 1 i 2 j 1 j 2 in equation (4) and taking E(x, y) as an example,
we have E(x, y) = P 11 (x, y) − P 12 (x, y) − P 21 (x, y) + P 22 (x, y) ,
where P i 1 j 1 (x, y) = i 2 ,j 2 m i 1 i 2 j 1 j 2 . Then, from the magic square in Figure 3 (a) we have
and similarly other three correlation functions. The sum of four correlation functions are found to be S = 2 {black} m i 1 i 2 j 1 j 2 − {red} m i 1 i 2 j 1 j 2 . The 1 2 S is intuitively illustrated in Figure 3 
The proof of equation (12) is given in the Appendix.
By means of QMS the demonstration of GHZ theorem is even simpler. Consider the GHZ state |ψ = 1 2 (| + ++ + | − −− ), it is the eigenvector of four joint osbervables σ x σ y σ y , σ y σ x σ y , σ y σ y σ x , and σ x σ x σ x with eigenstates of −1, −1, −1, and +1 respectively.
Given the tensor elements m i 1 i 2 j 1 j 2 k 1 k 2 in equation (5), the expectation values σ x σ y σ y = σ y σ x σ y = σ y σ y σ x = −1 requires {red} m i 1 i 2 j 1 j 2 k 1 k 2 = 1 and {white} m i 1 i 2 j 1 j 2 k 1 k 2 = 0 according to Figure 4 (a) (derivation details are shown in Appendix). However, the expectation value σ x σ x σ x in Figure 4 
which results in a contradiction, i.e., the red elements in Figure 4 (a) unavoidably leads to Figure 4 (b), against the quantum mechanics prediction σ x σ x σ x = 1.
In above we select for simplicity the bipartite and tripartite cases as examples to show how quantum magic square works in vindicating the Bell type inequalities. In practice, one can easily move forward to derive new Bell inequalities by QMS for high dimensional and multipartite system with arbitrary number of measurements [6] . 
Quantum steering in QMS
In the framework of QMS, the difference between Bell locality and non-steerability is manifested in Figure 5 , where without loss of generality we take the bipartite qubit system as an example. For Bell local state, m i 1 i 2 (y) and m i 1 i 2 (y ) are two independent distributions due to the fact that q (λ) j 1 (y) and q (λ) j 2 (y ) have no prior correlation in equation (4), see Figure 5 (a). However, for the state non-steerable from A to B, m i 1 i 2 (y) and m i 1 i 2 (y ) are constrained by the uncertainty relation within in the magic squares because they come from the same state m i 1 i 2 (ρ), see Figure 5 (b). From Ref. [17] , the majorization uncertainty relation
holds, in which ε i 1 i 2 = Tr[m i 1 i 2 (ρ)] and s(y, y ) is an optimal bound relying merely on observables Y and Y .
In N -dimensional quantum system, for M different measurements X (i) on Alice, following theorem exists:
j on Alice with components being rearranged in descending order; s is the least upper bound for the majorization uncertainty relation of
The demonstration of the Theorem 1 is presented in the Appendix. To illustrate and verify its effectiveness, we apply it to the Werner and isotropic states as examples.
Two-dimensional Werner and isotropic states are equivalent, can take the following form
where η is a premeter, For dimension-three Werner and isotropic states, the parametrization may write
|ii . For Werner state the number of degrees of freedom of 3 × 3 observables, equals the number of SU(3) generators, is much higher than the number of measurement in 3-dimensional MUB. And hence from Theorem 1 the MUB measurement result would be trivial. For isotropic state, the latest research based on entropic uncertainty relation predicts the steering inequality η > 1/2 [19] , while QMS calculation shows that the steerability will exhibits at η > 3 √ 5+1 16
∼ 0.4818. Results of the steerability for two-and three-dimensional Werner and isotropic states are summarized in Table I . 
States
Measurements
The above results reveal that the non-local character of steerability relative predominantly to the degrees of freedom of measured observables, but rather simply the number of observables.
The separability in QMS
By definition, a state ρ AB is separable if and only if it can be decomposed as
given coefficients κ λ ≥ 0. Here ρ (λ) and σ (λ) are density matrices. For measurements X and X on Alice and Y and Y on Bob, the quantum magic square description goes as
Here, the distribution vectors with tildes satisfy the uncertainty relations [17] 
It is interesting to compare the difference between two-way non-steering state and the separable state. The former in QMS scheme writes
where the tilde term is constrained by the uncertainty relation (21). It is now evident that the difference between the separability and two-way non-steering shows up in the difference of (22)-(23) with (20). For separable state, there remains two uncertainty relations for each m (λ) (i 1 i 2 )(j 1 j 2 ) , whereas it needs only one for the two-way non-steering case, no matter the decomposition in term of m (λ)
Summary
In this work we proposed a novel scheme, the quantum magic square, to characterize the quantum entanglement in form of high dimensional probability tensor, whose marginal distributions can reproduce all the desired joint measurements on certain quantum state. 
The CHSH inequality is the constraint by the local realistic theory on the four correlation functions
In the magic square scheme, the joint distributions can be obtained form the constructed probability tensor
All the joint distributions can be derived from the above tensor,
The correlation functions then can be built from the tensor m i 1 i 2 j 1 j 2 , see Figure S1 .
All the four correlation functions can be obtained, see Figure S2 . Within the magic 
Let a = {black} m i 1 i 2 j 1 j 2 , b = {red} m i 1 i 2 j 1 j 2 , in the last line of the above equation we have used the following fact
The local realism are described by the existence of probability tensor, the magic square,
Thus the contradiction between the quantum theory and local realism is captured by our scheme.
A.2 GHZ theorem from the magic squares
Given the observables X = σ x and Y = σ y on each site, we may construct the following magic square
Taking the joint observation σ x σ y σ y as example, the expectation value can be evaluated
Here we adopt the convention that for the eigenvalues of ±1, we have p equation (S9) can be reexpressed as, see Figure S3 (a),
If σ x σ y σ y = −1 then the blank nodes of m i 1 i 2 j 1 j 2 k 1 k 2 are zeros, and
This can be shown via the following: Let a = {blank} m i 1 i 2 j 1 j 2 k 1 k 2 and b = {red} m i 1 i 2 j 1 j 2 k 1 k 2 , then from a − b = −1 and 1 ≥ a, b ≥ 0, we have a = 0 and b = 1, see Figure S3 (a).
The expectation values of σ y σ x σ y and σ y σ y σ x can be obtained similarly, see Figure   S3 (b)-(c). However, for the GHZ state |ψ = 1 √ 2 (|000 − |111 ), all the three terms are Figure S4 −1, i.e., σ x σ y σ y = σ y σ x σ y = σ y σ y σ x = −1. This puts a strong constraint on the magic square m i 1 i 2 j 1 j 2 k 1 k 2 , where only a few nodes are nonzero, see Figure S3 (d). With the nonzero nodes for σ x σ y σ y = σ y σ x σ y = σ y σ y σ x = −1, the expectation value for
see Figure S3 (e). This contradicts the predictions of quantum mechanics.
B Quantum steering and the magic squares B.1 The closed path summation in magic squares
For bipartite qubit systems, if the state is Bell local, then there exists the magic square description for the system. Further if A cannot steer the system B, then the there exist a local hidden state (LHS) description of the system. For two measurements X and X on A's side, the magic square for the LHS is
Here m i 1 i 2 (ρ) is a superposition of m (λ) (λ) and is an unnormalized state represented by cubic cells in Figure S4 . In the Figure S4 , two layers of magic squares 
where ε (λ) In order to get a physical observable effects from the uncertainty relation imposed on each tensor elements, we make summations along a closed path as shown in Figure S5 .
Simplification of the closed path summation gives
(S15)
Or equivalently (S16)
For each λ in equation (S16) we have
Here D 
where E = 1 2 1 1 1 1 . Multiply E ⊗ 1 from the left to the equation (S17), we have
Here
is also a doubly stochastic matrix and what we actually get from equation (S19) is
All the q (λ) (y, y ) can be rearranged in descending order respectively, i.e.,
(Here the doubly stochastic matrices D (λ) are the same as that of equation (S20) up to permutations of rows.) There exist the following properties for majorization (see chapter
from which we can directly write q ↓ (y;
Again, using the summation properties for the majorization, we get the conditional majorization uncertainty relation for the LHS model
Here for the qubit state we have q ↓ (y;
where s is the least upper bound of the direct sum majorization uncertainty relation for Y and Y [S1].
We consider the two qubit Werner state as example
where |ψ − 12 = 1 √ 2 (|12 − |21 ). For joint measurements X = σ x and X = σ y on A's side and Y = σ x and Y = σ y on B's side, equation (S27) becomes
Here s is the least upper bound for the uncertainty relation of σ x and σ y [S1]. From the majorization uncertainty relation, the sum of the first four largest terms on the left and right hand sides must satisfy
The advantage of our method is that a large number of measurements can be performed on both sides. For example, we may perform measurements with interval of dθ along the two dimensional Bloch vector space of σ x and σ y ,
where equation (S30) corresponds to the case of θ i ∈ {± π 4 } and the interval dθ = π/2. In the limiting case of dθ → 0 we have
This is the best value that we can have for measurements along the plane of the Bloch vector space spanned by σ x and σ y . Figure S6 . Magic squares for non-steering in bipartite qubit system. Three different measurements X, Y , Z may be performed on B's side, and the corresponding nodes
B.2 High dimensional observables
For arbitrary N -dimensional measurements X and X , the two joint measurements X-Y and X -Y on the bipartite state have the following
where s is the least upper bound of the majorization uncertainty relation for observables Y and Y . Equation (S33) can be readily seen from equation (S26).
B.3 Multiple observables B.3.1 Three qubit observables
Here we consider the three dichotomic observables, X = σ x , Y = σ y , and Z = σ z , in bipartite qubit system. The non-steering condition from A to B can be expressed in terms of magic squares, see Figure S6 m
Three different measurements X, Y , Z may be performed on B's side, and the corresponding nodes m i 1 i 2 i 3 (ρ) may become the distribution vectors m i 1 i 2 i 3 (x), m i 1 i 2 i 3 (y), or m i 1 i 2 i 3 (z), see Figure S6 . From Figure S6 it is clear that the distributions m i 1 i 2 i 3 (x, y, z) satisfy the following uncertainty relation
where ε (λ)
i 3 (z) and D (λ) is a doubly stochastic matrix of dimensions 6 × 6. s is the least upper bound of the direct sum majorization relation for X, Y , and Z whose value can be found in [S1]. In Figure S7(b) , the first column may be expressed as 
Similar expresses exist for the next three columns. And the equation
which give the Figure S7 (b) when summed over λ, becomes
The same trick of multiplying E ⊗ 1 in the qubit case applies equally well to equation (S38) with 1 having the dimensions of 3 × 3, and we have
which is just   q (λ)↓ (x; x 1 ) + q (λ)↓ (x; x 2 ) q (λ)↓ (y; y 1 ) + q (λ)↓ (y; y 2 ) q (λ)↓ (z; z 1 ) + q (λ)↓ (z; z 2 )
Similarly, we have the conditional majorization uncertainty relation for three observables   q ↓ (x|x 1 )p(x 1 ) + q ↓ (x|x 2 )p(x 2 ) q ↓ (y|y 1 )p(y 1 ) + q ↓ (y|y 2 )p(y 2 ) q ↓ (z|z 1 )p(z 1 ) + q ↓ (z|z 2 )p(z 2 )
where s is the least upper bound for the majorization uncertainty relation of X, Y , and Z [S1].
We consider the two qubit Werner state, 
Here s = (1,
, 0) (see [S1] ). Considering the first six terms on both sides of equation (S44), we have
This value for η agrees with that of Ref. [S3] , where the 1 √ 3 was regarded as optimal for the uncertainty relation with mutually unbiased basis. In the next, we shall show that our method provides the optimal result. Considering a regular icosahedron whose 12 vertices are on the unit sphere of the three dimensional Bloch space for qubit. Six measurements can be performed by adopting their Bloch vectors of the Hermitian operator to be the six pairs of the vertices. The sum of the first six terms of s can be calculated 
where θ is the angle between two near vertices. 
It is interesting to observe that the steering condition for Werner state is trivial. Our
